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In this publication, typical realization steps of SW unit
tests in the automotive area are described. The focus lies
on a regarding self-defined testing life cycle as part of the
overall SW life cycle.

I. MOTIVATION

SW applications are already an essential part in our life
and in the industry. More and more problems are realized by
SW solutions. This also applies to the automotive sector with
the Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) as well-known example.
As a result, efficient SW tests are important accordingly.
A SW can be tested on different abstraction levels (e. g.
unit test, integration test, system test). In this paper, typical
steps are described to realize an unit test for SW components
with respect to the automotive area. At first, the unit test
itself is described. Afterwards, the respective tasks for the
realization are explained with a self-defined testing life cycle
as reference.

II. UNIT TEST

An unit is defined as the smallest testable SW module
respectively SW component. In general, it encloses a specific
SW logic and interfaces (input and output signals). The ob-
jective of an unit test is to verify the intended SW behavior of
the unit. Typically, the unit test is performed in an automated
way by using a specific automation testing SW. With respect
to the automotive sector, the unit test has to be done in a
specific manner in general. In more detail, the Automotive
SPICE standard defines the general test strategies to realize
an unit test. As a consequence, such an unit test has to
cover all functional requirements. In this context, a functional
requirement describes what the SW shall do. Moreover, the
standard demands a code coverage of 100% through testing if
it is possible. The code coverage is a well known SW metric.
It defines the coverage in percentage of the underlying SW
for all possible stimulation variants. Furthermore, there is a
difference between the terms statement code coverage and
branch code coverage. While statement code coverage refers
to the coverage of the code lines, branch code coverage de-
termines the coverage of branches within the SW. Moreover,
the Automotive SPICE standard defines specific test methods
to be used for developing the unit test. [1] [2] [3] [4]

III. SW TESTING LIFE CYCLE

The realization of an unit test can be divided into several
processes in a specific order. In total, the regarding process
arrangement can be summarized in a testing life cycle (see
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Figure 1). In consequence, such a SW testing life cycle can
be part of the main SW life cycle (e. g. V-model in the
automotive sector). In the following, the visualized testing
life cycle is described in more detail.

Fig. 1. SW testing life cycle

A. Initiation

At the beginning of the unit test realization, initial tasks
have to be done. At least in the automotive area, a SW is
defined for a specific system arrangement and therefore for a
specific SW version. For example, a vehicle SW function can
contain different functionality dependent on the vehicle type.
So, the correct SW version must be considered for the testing
purpose. Furthermore, the term regression test is known in
the testing area. The objective of such a test is to re-use the
test of the predecessor and extend the regarding test artefacts
to cover the new SW features additionally. As a consequence,
the not changed SW parts are tested again also. In case no
predecessor test is available, a so-called initial test has to be
developed from scratch. Moreover, a total test effort must be
estimated by the tester itself. In general, this information is
important for management purposes with respect to time and
cost constraints.

B. SW analysis

An unit test can be done by the SW developer itself or
by an independent tester. With respect to the test quality,
it is more efficient to take a separate tester into account.
But in consequence, such a tester has to fully understand
the SW behavior. This is possible by analyzing the SW
documentation (if existing), the underlying model (in case of
model based development) or by considering the code itself.
It depends on the specific SW which of these possibilities
are efficient alone or in combination. For instance, the SW
documentation can be used to get a good overview of the
SW structure. A model is also a well-defined abstraction of



the final SW. Furthermore, the SW code must be analyzed
in case of a needed deeper insight into the implementation.

C. Test Object

A test object is a testable representative of the underlying
SW. Such a test object must be only realized whether it is not
yet available in its required form. In this case, the considered
SW component must be perhaps cutted out of the complete
SW. This is mostly done by an additional SW tool. In any
case, the tester should cross-check whether the test object
encloses the intended internal SW logic and interfaces.

D. Specification

The test specification is a document and specifies the unit
test. On the on hand, it contains general information such
as test author, test date, SW version and SW configuration.
In the automotive sector, such a SW configuration typi-
cally defines the specific SW behavior dependent on system
constants (e. g. vehicle engine type). On the other hand,
the test specification encloses the test cases especially. A
test case defines the test strategy for testing a specific SW
functionality. In more detail, such a test case contains an
individual test description respectively test motivation, the
stimulation of input signals (actions) as well as the expected
results (verification criterias) depending on the input values
and the internal SW logic. Moreover, a test case is referenced
to one functional requirement at least (traceability). It is
also possible that a test case covers a so-called weak spot
implicitly. Weak spots are well known SW issues. Typical
examples are given by dead code, infinite loops, division
by zero, datatype mismatch or signal overflow. Furthermore,
a test case must use a valid test method. With respect to
the Automotive SPICE standard, the following test methods
shall be used especially: Boundary Value Analysis (BVA),
Decision Table (DT) or State Transition Test (STT). It
depends on the test case which test method is the most
efficient one.

1) Equivalence Classes: The objective of an Equivalence
Class (EC) is to decompose a signal into specific classes
respectively value ranges. For each class a unique name will
be defined. It depends on the signal data type which values
each class can have. ECs are used by specific test methods
(e. g. BVA or DT). [5]

2) Boundary Value Analysis: A signal overflow is a
typical SW fault. A Boundary Value Analysis can be used
to prevent such an issue. With the use of ECs, the signal
to be considered is divided into valid ranges (no signal
overflow) and invalid ranges (signal overflow). The objective
of a BVA-based test case is to check whether the SW
behaves as expected for both named scenarios. A graphical
representation of such a BVA for the exemplary signal x is
visualized in Figure 2. [6]

3) State Transition Test: A SW component can contain
state charts. To test a state diagram, a State Transition Test
is mostly used. The aim of this test method is to check
whether all transitions can be reached by the combination of
all possible stimulations. Otherwise, the SW contains dead

Fig. 2. Boundary Value Analysis (BVA)

code. A Round-Trip-Tree representation of the state diagram
helps to test the coverage of each single transition (see Figure
3). [7]

Fig. 3. State Transition Test (STT)

4) Decision Table: It is always a good idea to have a
compact and defined overview of the test cases. This can
be reached by a Decision Table. The test cases are arranged
column-wise. Both, the stimulation and expectation signals
are divided into ECs. As a result, the intended ECs for the
corresponding stimulation and expectation signals can be
defined for each test case. In case the representing value is
part of the EC, the cell which corresponds to the underlying
signal is marked with true for the test case. Otherwise, it
is marked with false. Those signals which are not relevant
for a regarding test case are marked with a specific character
(character X in this example). An abstracted template of such
a DT is showed in Figure 4. [8]

Fig. 4. Decision Table (DT)

E. Review

Normally, the test specification is checked for plausibility
by specific stakeholders. In case of the usage of independent
tester, the test specification is reviewed by the SW devel-
oper mostly. Otherwise, it should be checked by a testing
responsible. The main objective of such a review is to correct
invalid test cases and so to achieve the correctness of the test
specification overall.



F. Transaction & Execution

In general, automated testing is more time-efficient and
less error-prone compared with testing the SW component
manually. At least in the automotive sector, the automated
approach is often used. As a consequence, the test cases
must be transacted into the regarding test automation tool.
Afterwards they can be executed accordingly.

G. Report

Typically, the execution of all test cases results into an
auto-generated report. On the one hand, such a report shall
give a good overview of the executed test itself. On the other
hand, it shows which test cases have passed and which not.

H. Completion

Nowadays, a versioning tool is often used to have an up-
to-date repository of the SW and reference files (Continuous
System Integration). Such a repository can also be used for
the regarding test artefacts. These artefacts are given by
the test specification, test object, test execution file of the
automation tool and test report at least. So, the main objective
of the completion process is to provide such a repository
including the intended test artefacts.

IV. CONCLUSION

SW applications are getting more and more important in
our life and in the industry. As a consequence, corresponding
SW tests are essential. With respect to this, an unit test verify
the smallest testable SW functionalities and is therefore one
of the most important type of tests. This publication describes
a self-defined testing life cycle to realize an unit test with
focus on the automotive field. Such a testing life cycle was
used by the author itself in the industry and provides unit
test artefacts with high quality in general.
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